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Free Essay: â€œEndangered languages should be savedâ€• Many languages are at the danger of disappearance. The
reason of their extinction.

However, many beautiful and ravishing animals that reside in the United States may never be seen again.
Israeli Hebrew is perhaps the most famous case of a sleeping language subsequently revived as a full-? One of
the key elements, which have led to the marginalization of some languages, is globalization. While the
processes of endangerment and extinction have likely been constant throughout the history of human
language, the scale and the pace of this lossâ€”whose cumulative effect is the reduction of linguistic
diversityâ€”in the modern era appears to be uniquely intense, with up to half or more of the currently
estimated 5,â€”6, languages spoken today expected to be lost within a century or so Hale et al. Sheer grief and
at times even shame at the loss of a cherished part of personal, familial, and community heritage is a
situation-speci? A community's language is bond up with its culture and identity. One may ask, what is an
endangered language? Secondly discuss language death and language birth. Firstly the essay will explain what
language death is and the meaning of what is an endangered language. Take Indonesia as an example, the
government impose an ethics test in the local language on foreign lawyers Krieger,  Both the nature of this
loss and its consequences are complex and involve deep psychosocial factors as much as purely linguistic
ones. Another point is that having less languages might mean more shared ideas. The loss of a language means
an entire culture, its people, its identity are forever lost. Get Essay ,  Other major problem is marginalization.
Communities who do not speak a major world language may fall behind in science, technology and their
economies suffer. For the same reason, endangerment is often not salient even as it happens, as since three
coexisting generations of grandparent, parent, and child can represent complete? It is very difficult to identify
and study the factors that may determine the survival or disappearance of most of language heritage as well as
the mechanisms that could be implemented so as to revitalise an endangered language. Personally, I strongly
disagree with the latter argument and believe that endangered languages should be preserved. And is it
something we can stop or at least contain meanwhile we are trying to find the long-term solution for. Rapid
reduction of world's language is making it increasingly hard to trace when and how people involved. For
linguistics and related cognitive sciences, what is lost is the opportunity to investigate the full diversity of
human linguistic potential. Many reasons for this are habitat loss, predators, too few organisms for sustainable
reproduction. Even nowadays, archeologists still have no single explanation how giant Egyptian pyramids
were constructed. Secondly, the loss of diversity may also deprive us of different ways of looking at the world.
As a consequence, whether or not to protect endangered languages Is a quite controversial Issue at present.
Polar bear populations are susceptible to climate change, hunting, and habitat alteration. There are statistics on
Ingrians from the midth century to contemporary times. Demographically stable communities, however,
experience language endangerment just as readily when they are induced to shift for other reasons. Saving
America's Endangered Languages. Essay Topic: language At present, both individuals and governments are
concerned about language diversity as an increasing number of reports have demonstrated a considerable
decrease In the number of languages during the last few centuries Romaine, 


